
ECO-DESIGN & SUSTAINABILITY

the aluminium-production is cert if ied by



ALUMINIUM IS NOT
CONSUMED, IT IS USED.

About 75% of all aluminium ever

produced is still in the material

loop today.

SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL

ALUMINIUM IS 100%
RECYCLABLE

A PERMANENT MATERIAL

Aluminium is a circular material, capable

of being recycled multiple times without

losing its original properties.

Source: The International Aluminium Institute.



SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL

ALUMINIUM IS

WIDELY USED IN LONG
LIFE PRODUCTS

(construction , automotive ,
transportation . . .)

WORLDWIDE ALUMINIUM
CONSUMPTION ON THE INCREASE

Primary aluminium is necessary to meet the

increasing demand for aluminium. 

Post consumer scrap availability is limited

ALUMINIUM IS ONE OF THE

MOST RECYCLED PACKAGING

MATERIALS



HIGHLY SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

ECO-DESIGNED PACKAGING

BPA NI  
INTERNAL LINERS

Certified BPA NI liners

Optimised RESISTANCE
and PERFORMANCE with

a wide range of formulas

(even highly concentrated)

Low migration coatings

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS 
OF  HIGHER HARDNESS

New MANGANESE alloys
(samples available)

Improved resistance,

lighter weight, lower

consumption of

aluminium

Remains 100% recyclable

PRINTING INKS

Mineral Oil Free (MOF)

inks

> 61% plant-based bio

renewable content

EXTERNAL COATINGS

High solids formulations

Water-borne systems

with reduced solvents

Lower cure coatings for

energy efficiency



ECO-DESIGNED PACKAGING

Certified PCR & PIR

Already available:

100% PIR

25% PCR

50% PCR

100% PCR

The aluminium recycling process requires

only 5% of the energy needed to produce the

primary metal.

RECYCLED ALUMINIUM INTEGRATION



SUSTAINABILITY & LCA

s

Sources : Slug provider external audit firm. Calculation based 
on ISO 14040 and ISO 14044 .

100% PCR assumes it has been recycled infinite times so the

previous carbon footprint to the scrap inward transportation is zero.

Slug manufacture carbon footprint

Cradle to gate Primary aluminium (extraction): 

7,54 kg CO2 eq/kg slugs

Gate to gate Primary aluminium slug (transformation): 

1,200 kg CO2 eq/kg slugs

Gate to gate 50% PCR aluminium slug (transformation): 

0,705 kg CO2 eq/kg slugs

Gate to gate 100% PCR aluminium slug* (transformation): 

0,21 kg CO2 eq/kg slugs

For a bottle manufactured with Primary aluminium slug:

7,54 + 1,20 = 8,74 kg eq/kg slugs

For a bottle manufactured with 100% PCR slug: 

0,21 kg CO2 eq /slugs

process carbon footprint

Gate to gate carbon footprint (from slug reception, until bottle is

manufactured): 

0.1066 kg CO2 eq/kg aluminium cans

Data based on 2019 activity and production volumes.

is comitted to a full research with an audit external firm to

determinate a complete LCA including following datas:

- Transportation of slugs to our factory 

- Transportation of bottles to our customers warehouse 

Expected results : 2021 first semester



SUSTAINABLE PROCESS

Continuous improvement of our processes and

equipments to reduce environmental impact 

and promote efficient use of resources.

Triennal plans for waste reduction.

10% decrease since we implanted MS.

60% of waste are recycled and 35% are

converted into energy.

Heat recovery (emissions treatment) to heat

water (for production and factory heating).

Continuous energy audits (third parties) to

detect improvement areas.

Our emissions are 70% lower from the legal limit.

1. EMISSIONS

2. WATER SAVING

We reuse water from the degreasing process.

3. WASTES 4. ENERGY EFFICIENCY

SUSTAINABILITY & LCA

Envases uses 100% electricity from

renewable energy sources.



In Europe and Russia, where our aluminium comes
from, 75% of electricity used in aluminium industry comes

from Hydro electric power, 6% from Other renewables

and 9% from Nuclear power.

The total CARBON FOOTPRINT of

aluminium packaging is being

increased by East Asia manufacturers.

CHINA EUROPE

In China, transformers use electricity mostly from coal

(90%), which is by far the most polluting source of energy.

Source: LCA report 2015 from International Aluminium Institute following ISO 14040 and 14044

CARBON INTENSITY of the primary

aluminium production in Europe decreased

by -21% vs 2010 and by -55% vs 1990.

SUSTAINABILITY & LCA



SUSTAINABILITY & LCA

Our aluminium suppliers are committed to a

decarbonisation pathway and are being certified

by ASI for their environmental, social and

governance aspects. 

AVERAGE 
WORLDWIDE

AVERAGE 
ENVASES

ENVASES
TARGET 2050

SMELTER

BAUXITE

12,5

16,8 6,4

2,4 <0,5

<2,5



 ALUMINIUM CANS

LIGHTWEIGHT packaging: perfect for

PURSE and TRAVEL

REUSABLE & REFILLABLE

SHATTER PROOF

IN-LINE printing, HIGH QUALITY and

LONG LASTING decoration

BARRIER properties (light, air.. .) and
LONGER SELF-LIVE for filled
products




